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Abstrat
We give a new and detailed desription of the struture of ut loi, with diret appliations to the singular
sets of some Hamilton-Jaobi equations. These sets may be non-triangulable, but a loal desription at all
points exept for a set of Hausdor dimension n − 2 is well known. We go further in this diretion by giving a
lasiation of all points up to a set of Hausdor dimension n− 3.
1 Introdution
In this paper we improve the urrent knowledge about the sets known as the ut lous in dierential geometry and
the singular set of solutions to stati Hamilton-Jaobi equations:
H(x, du(x)) = 1 x ∈M (1.1)
u(x) = g(x) x ∈ ∂M (1.2)
for H smooth and onvex in the seond argument and g satisfying a standard ompatibility ondition (see 3.1).
The solution to the equations above is given by the Lax-Oleinik formula:
u(p) = inf
q∈∂M
{d(p, q) + g(q)} (1.3)
where d is the distane funtion of a Finsler metri onstruted in Ω from the hamiltonian funtion H . Thus, when
g = 0, the solution to the equations is the distane to the boundary, and then the singular set of the solution is the
ut lous from the boundary (see [LN℄), an objet of dierential geometry. In setion 3 we nd a similar relationship
when g 6= 0.
Our main result is a loal desription around any point of the ut lous exept for a set of Hausdor dimension
n− 3 (see Theorem 2.2).
This struture result was originally motivated by its use in the paper [AG℄. This appliation motivated some
important deisions. For example, all the proofs apply to the more general balaned split lous. We show in this
paper that ut loi (hene singular sets of solutions to HJ equations) are balaned split loi. In general, there are
many balaned split loi besides the ut lous. In the paper [AG℄, and using the results in this paper, we study and
lassify all possible balaned split loi.
We believe that our desription of the ut lous ould also be useful in other ontexts. For instane, the study
of brownian motion on manifolds is often studied on the omplement of the ut lous from a point, and then the
results have to be adapted to take are of the situation when the brownian motion hits the ut lous. As brownian
motion almost never hits a set with null Hn−2 measure, we think our result might be useful in that eld.
The paper is divided in six setions besides this introdution and an appendix. For the onveniene of the reader
we have inluded separate statements of our results in setion 2 together with examples showing that some of them
are sharp, a ompendium of previous results in the literature and suggestions for future work. In setion 3 we
enlarge the lass of Hamilton-Jaobi problems for whih our results apply: this allows to expand the appliability of
a result by Li and Nirenberg (f. [LN℄). Setion 4 ontains all the neessary denitions that we use along the paper;
although some of them have already appeared elsewhere, we have onsidered useful to ollet them here in order to
save the reader some eort. More important, this setion ontains also the key notions of split lous and balaned
split lous, that play a key role in the rest of the paper. In setion 5 we show that the ut lous of a submanifold
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in a Finsler metri is a balaned set. This is an extension of the orresponding Riemannian laim in [IT2℄, and it
is neessary in order to apply our results in situations requiring the extra Finsler generality, as for instane in the
already mentioned Hamilton-Jaobi problems. Setion 6 proves our results onerning foal vetors in a balaned
split lous (in the ontext of a ut lous, foal minimizing geodesis), and setion 7 ontains the results about the
struture of balaned split loi up to odimension 3. An Appendix ontains some important fats about Finsler
exponential maps.
Aknowlegdements The rst author ame upon this problem after working with Yanyan Li, who gave many
insights. The authors beneted from onversations with Lu Nguyen and Juan Carlos Álvarez Paiva. Both authors
were partially supported during the preparation of this work by grants MTM2007-61982 and MTM2008-02686 of
the MEC and the MCINN respetively.
2 Statements of results
2.1 Setting
From now on, we will work in the following setting:
• A C∞ Finsler manifold M with ompat boundary ∂M . The spae M ∪ ∂M need not be ompat.
• The geodesi vetor eld r in TM .
• A smooth map M : ∂M → TM that is a setion of the projetion map π : TM → M of the tangent to M ,
and suh that Γ(x) points to the inside of M for every x ∈ ∂M .
Let Φ be the ow of r, and D(Φ) its domain. We introdue the set V :
V = {Φ(t,Γ(x)), t ≥ 0, x ∈ ∂M, (t,Γ(x)) ∈ D(Φ)} (2.1)
The interior of V is loally invariant under Φt (equivalently, r is tangent to V ). We set F to be the map π|V : V →M .
We say a point x ∈ V is a foal point i dxF is a singular map, and all dimker(dxF ) the order of x. Finally,
let S be a balaned split lous for this setting.
Remark. Our results overs both the ut lous from a point and the ut lous from a hypersurfae. However,
let us reall that, when the interest is in the ut lous, we only need to onsider the exponential map from an
hypersurfae. The ut lous of a point is also the ut lous of a small sphere entered at the point. In this way,
our foal points with respet to the sphere are the onjugate points with respet to the point. The ut lous of a
smooth submanifold is also the ut lous of an ε-neighborhood of the submanifold.
Observe also that some authors use the term onjugate instead of foal, even when studying the distane funtion
from a hypersurfae (see for instane [LN℄).
2.2 Results
We will show that a ut lous is a balaned split lous (see setion 4 for the denition of this term and setion 5
for the proof), so the reader may simply think that the following results apply to the ut lous. In this situation,
the set Rp with p ∈M onsists of the vetors tangent to the minimizing geodesis from p to ∂M . Nonetheless, the
notation for the general ase is explained in denition 4.4.
Our main result asserts that we an avoid foal points of order 2 and above if we neglet a set of Hausdor
dimension n− 3.:
Theorem 2.1 (Foal points of order 2). There is a set N ⊂ S of Hausdor dimension at most n− 3 suh that for
any p ∈ S \N and x ∈ V suh that F (x) = p and dxF (rx) ∈ Rp:
dim(ker dxF ) ≤ 1
Combining this new result with previous ones in the literature, we are able to provide the following desription
of a ut lous. All the extra results required for the proof of these result will be proved in this paper, for the
onveniene of the reader, and also beause some of them had to be slightly generalized to serve our purposes.
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Theorem 2.2 (The ut lous up to H-odimension 3). Let S be either the ut lous of a point or submanifold in a
Finsler manifold or the losure of the singular lous of a solution of 1.1 and 1.2. Then S onsists of the following
types of points :
• Cleave points: Points at whih Rp onsists of two non-foal vetors. The set of leave points is a smooth
hypersurfae;
• Edge points: Points at whih Rp onsists of exatly one vetor of order 1. This is a set of Hausdor
dimension at most n− 2;
• Degenerate leave points: Points at whih Rp onsists of two vetors, suh that one of them is onjugate
of order 1, and the other may be non-onjugate or onjugate of order 1. This is a set of Hausdor dimension
at most n− 2;
• Crossing points: Points at whih Rp onsists of non-foal and foal vetors of order 1, and R
∗
p is ontained
in an ane subspae of dimension 2. This is a retiable set of dimension at most n− 2;
• Remainder: A set of Hausdor dimension at most n− 3;
Finally, in regard to singular sets of visosity solutions to HJ equations, we prove the following extension Theorem
1.1 of [LN℄. In this result ∂M may not be ompat.
Theorem 2.3. Let S be the singular set of a solution to the Hamilton-Jaobi system
H(x, du(x)) = 1 x ∈M
u(x) = g(x) x ∈ ∂M
where g : ∂M → R is a positive smooth funtion suh that |g(y)− g(z)| < kd(y, z) for some k < 1. If µ is the
funtion whose value at y ∈ ∂M is the distane to S along the unique harateristi departing from y, then
1. µ is Lipshitz.
2. If in addition ∂M is ompat, then the (n − 1)-dimensional Hausdor measure of S ∩ K is nite for any
ompat K.
3. S is a Finsler ut lous from the boundary of some Finsler manifold.
2.3 Examples
We provide examples of Riemannian manifolds and exponential maps whih illustrate our results.
First, onsider a solid ellipsoid with two equal semiaxis and a third larger one. This is a 3D manifold with
boundary, and the geodesis starting at the two points that lie further away from the enter have a rst foal
of order 2 while remaining minimizing up to that point. This example shows that our bound on the Hausdor
dimension of the points in the ut lous with a minimizing geodesi of order 2 annot be improved.
Seond, onsider the surfae of an ellipsoid with three dierent semiaxis (or any generi surfae as in [B℄, with
metri lose to the standard sphere) and an arbitrary point in it. It is known that in the tangent spae the set of
rst foal points is a losed urve C bounding the origin, and at most of these points the kernel of the exponential
map is transversal to the urve C. More expliitely, the set C∗ of points of C where it is not transversal is nite.
Consider then the produt M of two suh ellipsoids. The exponential map onto M has a foal point of order 2 at
any point in (C \ C∗) × (C \ C∗), and the kernel of the exponential map is transversal to the tangent to C × C.
Thus the image of the set of foal points of order 2 is a smooth manifold of odimension 2.
This example shows that the statement of theorem 2.1 annot be simplied to say only that the image of the
foal points of order 2 has Hausdor dimension n− 3.
Finally, reall the onstrution in [GS℄, where the authors build a riemannian surfae whose ut lous is not
triangulable. Their example shows that the set of points with a foal minimizing geodesi an have innite Hn−2
measure. A similar onstrution replaing the irle in their onstrution with a 3d ball shows that the set of points
with a minimizing geodesi foal of order 2 an have innite Hn−3 measure.
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2.4 Relation to previous results in the literature
Our struture theorem generalizes a standard result that has been proven several times by mathematiians from
dierent elds (see for example [BL℄, [H℄, [MM℄ and [IT℄):
A ut lous in a Riemannian manifold is the union of a smooth (n−1)-dimensional manifold C and a set
of zero (n − 1)-dimensional Hausdor measure (atually, a set of Hausdor dimension at most n − 2).
The set C onsists of leave points, whih are joined to the origin or initial submanifold by exatly two
minimizing geodesis, both of whih are non-foal.
We observe that this theorem follows from our theorem 2.2, sine the union of edge, degenerate leave, and
rossing points is a set of Hausdor dimension at most n − 2. Our main ontribution is to show that, up to
odimension 3, these latter ones are the only new type of points that an appear.
The statement on leave points quoted above follows from lemmas 7.2, 7.3, and 6.3 only. Theorem 2.1 is not
neessary if a desription is needed only up to odimension 2. The proof of the three lemmas is simple and has
many features in ommon with earlier results on the ut lous. However, we have deided to inlude a proof of
them that applies to balaned split loi, beause not every balaned split lous oinides with the ut lous (see
[AG℄), and the extra generality is neessary for forthoming work.
In a previous paper, A. C. Mennui studied the singular set of solutions to the HJ equations with only Ck
regularity. Under this hypothesis, the set S \ C may have Hausdor dimension stritly between n − 1 and n − 2
(see [M℄). We work only in a C∞ setting, and under this stronger ondition, the set S \ C has always Haussdorf
dimension at most n− 2.
Our result 2.2 uses the theory of singularities of semi-onave funtions that an be found for example in [AAC℄.
Though their result an be applied to a Finsler manifold, we had to give a new proof that applies to balaned sets
instead of just the ut lous.
Finally, the very denition of balaned split lous is inspired in lemma 2.1 of [IT2℄. Slight hanges were required
to adapt the property to Finsler manifolds, and the proof of the lemma itself.
2.5 Further questions
Theorem 2.1 and the lassial result quoted earlier suggest the following onjeture: although the image of the
foal points of order k in an exponential map an have Hausdor dimension n − k, the set of points in M with a
minimizing geodesi of order k only has Hausdor dimension n− k − 1.
The examples in the above setion an be extended to foal points of greater order without pain, showing that
this onjeture annot be improved.
In this paper all the struture results about ut loi follow from the split and balaned properties of a ut lous.
We will address the question of how many balaned split sets are there in a future paper. We believe this approah
is an interesting way to look at visosity solutions and their relation with lassial solutions by harateristis.
Finally, we would like to mention that similar hypothesis and similar struture results hold in other settings.
It would be interesting to study the struture of the singular lous of the solutions to other Hamilton-Jaobi
equations, when the Hamiltonian depends not only on x and du, but also in t and u itself, for the Dirihlet and
Cauhy problems, or maybe without the onvexity hypothesis on H .
3 Singular lous of Hamilton-Jaobi equations
In this setion we study the relationship between Hamilton-Jaobi equations and Finsler geometry. The reader an
nd more details in [LN℄ and [L℄.
Let M be an open set (or manifold) M with possibly non-ompat boundary. We are interested on solutions to
the system
H(x, du(x)) = 1 x ∈M
u(x) = g(x) x ∈ ∂M
where H : T ∗M → R is a smooth funtion that is 1-homogeneous and subadditive for linear ombinations of
ovetors lying over the same point p, and g : ∂M → R is a smooth funtion that satises the following ompatibility
ondition:
|g(y)− g(z)| < kd(y, z) ∀y, z ∈ ∂M (3.1)
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for some k < 1.
As is well known, the unique visosity solution is given by the Lax-Oleinik formula:
u(p) = inf
q∈∂M
{d(p, q) + g(q)} (3.2)
where d is the distane indued by the Finsler metri that is the pointwise dual of the metri in T ∗M given by H :
ϕp(v) = sup
{
〈v, α〉p : α ∈ T
∗
pM, H(p, α) = 1
}
(3.3)
A loal lassial solution an be omputed near ∂M following harateristi urves, whih are geodesis of the
metri ϕ starting from a point in ∂M with initial speed given by a vetor eld on ∂M that we all the harateristi
vetor eld. The visosity solution an be thought of as a way to extend the lassial solution to the whole M .
When g = 0, the solution (1.3) is the distane to the boundary. It an be found in [LN℄, among others, that the
losure of the singular set of this funtion is the ut lous , given for example by:
S =
{
x ∈M :
there are at least two minimizing geodesis from ∂M to x
or the unique minimizing geodesi is foal
}
(3.4)
Hamilton-Jaobi equations t our setting if we let the vetor eld r be the geodesi vetor eld, and Γ be the
vetor eld at ∂M that is tangent to the departing harateristis. The map F : V → M is the map sending
(x, t) ∈ ∂M × R to γv(x)(t), for the geodesi γ with initial speed v(x), where v : ∂M → SM is the harateristi
vetor eld, and V ⊂ ∂M ×R is the domain of denition of F . The harateristi vetor at x is the inner pointing
normal if g = 0 (see the appendix for the denition of normal under Finsler onditions).
Our intention in this setion is to adapt this result to the ase g > 0. If ∂M is ompat, a global onstant
an be added to an arbitrary g so that this is satised and S is unhanged. We still require that g satises the
ompatibility ondition 3.1. Under these onditions, our strategy will be to show that the Finsler manifold (M,ϕ)
an be embedded in a new manifold with boundary (N, ϕ˜) suh that u is the restrition of the unique solution u˜ to
the problem
H˜(x, du˜(x)) = 1 x ∈ N
u˜(x) = 0 x ∈ ∂N
thus reduing to the original problem (H˜ and ϕ˜ are dual to one another as in 3.3). This allows us to haraterize
the singular set of (1.3) as a ut lous, as well as draw onlusions similar to those in [LN℄.
Denition 3.1. The indiatrix of a Finsler metri ϕ at the point p is the set
Ip = {v ∈ TpM : ϕ(p, v) = 1}
Lemma 3.2. Let ϕ0 and ϕ1 be two Finsler metris in an open set U , and let X be a vetor eld in U suh that:
• The integral urves of X are geodesis for ϕ0.
• ϕ0(p,Xp) = ϕ1(p,Xp) = 1
• At every p ∈ U , the tangent hyperplanes to the indiatries of ϕ0 and ϕ1 in TpU oinide.
Then the integral urves of X are also geodesis for ϕ1
Proof. Let p be a point in U . Take bundle oordinates of TpU around p suh that X is one of the vertial oordinate
vetors. An integral urve α of X saties:
(ϕ0)p(α(t), α
′(t)) = (ϕ1)p(α(t), α
′(t)) = 0
beause of the seond hypothesis. The third hypothesis imply:
(ϕ0)v(α(t), α
′(t)) = (ϕ1)v(α(t), α
′(t))
So inspetion of the geodesi equation:
ϕp(α(t), α
′(t)) =
d
dt
(ϕv(α(t), α
′(t))) (3.5)
shows that α is a geodesi for ϕ1.
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Corollary 3.3. Let ϕ be a Finsler metri and X a vetor eld whose integral urves are geodesis. Then there is
a Riemannian metri for whih those urves are also geodesis.
Proof. The Riemannian metri gij(p) =
∂
∂vivj
ϕ(p,X) is related to ϕ as in the preeeding lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a non-zero geodesi vetor eld in a Finsler manifold and ω its dual dierential one-form.
Then the integral urves of X are geodesis if and only if the Lie derivative of ω in the diretion of X vanishes.
Proof. Use lemma 3.3 to replae the Finsler metri with a Riemann metri for whih ω is the standard dual one-form
of X in Riemannian geometry. Now the lemma is standard.
Proposition 3.5. Let M be an open manifold with smooth boundary and a Finsler metri ϕ. Let X be a smooth
transversal vetor eld in ∂M pointing inwards (resp. outwards). Then M is ontained in a larger open manifold
admitting a smooth extension ϕ˜ of ϕ to this open set suh that the geodesis starting at points p ∈ ∂M with initial
vetors Xp an be ontinued indenitely bakward (resp. forward) without interseting eah other.
Proof. We will only omplete the proof for a ompat open set M and inward pointing vetor X , as the other ases
require only minor modiations.
We start with a naive extension ϕ′ of ϕ to a larger open set M2 ⊃ M . The geodesis with initial speed X an
be ontinued bakwards to M2, and there is a small ε for whih the geodesis starting at ∂M do not interset eah
other for negative values of time before the parameter reahes −ε.
Dene
P : ∂M × (−ε, 0]→M2, P (q, t) := αq(t)
where αq : (−ε, 0] → M2 is the geodesi of ϕ
′
starting at the point q ∈ ∂M with initial vetor Xq. When
p ∈ Uε := Image(P ) there is a unique value of t suh that p = P (q, t) for some q ∈ ∂M . We will denote suh t by
d(p). Extend also the vetor X to Uε as Xp = α˙q(t) where p = P (q, t).
Let c : (−ε, 0]→ [0, 1] be a smooth funtion suh that
• c is non-dereasing
• c(t) = 1 for − ε/3 ≤ t
• c(t) = 0 for t ≤ −2ε/3
and nally dene
X˜p = c(d(p))Xp
in the set Uε.
Let ω0 be the dual one form of X˜ with respet to ϕ for points in ∂M , and let ω be the one form in Uε whose Lie
derivative in the diretion X˜ is zero and whih oinides with ω0 in ∂M . Then we take any metri ϕ
′′
in Uε (whih
an be hosen Riemannian) suh that X˜ has unit norm and the kernel of ω is tangent to the indiatrix at X˜.
By lemma 3.4, the integral urves of X˜ are geodesis for ϕ′′. Now let ρ be a smooth funtion in Uε ∪M suh
that ρ|M = 1, ρ|Uε\Uε/3 = 0 and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and dene the metri:
ϕ˜ = ρ(p)ϕ(p, v) + (1− ρ(p))ϕ′′(p, v)
This metri extends ϕ to the open set Uε and makes the integral urves of X˜ geodesis. As the integral urves
of X do not interset for small t, the integral urves of X˜ reah innite length before they approah ∂Uε and the
last part of the statement follows.
Appliation of this proposition toM and the harateristi, inwards-pointing vetor eld v yields a new manifold
N ontaining M , and a metri for N that extends ϕ (so we keep the same letter) suh that the geodesis departing
from ∂M whih orrespond to the harateristi urves ontinue indenitely bakwards without interseting.
This allows the denition of
P˜ : ∂M × (−∞, 0]→ N, P (q, t) := α˜q(t)
where α˜ are the geodesis with initial ondition X , ontinued bakwards. Finally, dene u˜ : U → R by:
u˜(x) =
{
g(y) + t x = P˜ (y, t), x ∈ N \M
u(x) x ∈M
(3.6)
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We notie that both denitions agree in an inner neighborhood of ∂M , so the funtion u˜ is a smooth extension of
u to N .
Theorem 3.6. Let Λ = u˜−1(0). Then the following identity holds in {u˜ ≥ 0} :
u˜(x) = d(x,Λ) (3.7)
Proof. Let gt be the ux assoiated to the harateristi vetor eld X . By denition of u˜, we see that:
g∗t u˜(x) = u˜(x) + t
at least for (x, t) in an open set O ontaining N \M × (−∞, 0]. We dedue that gt, restrited to a small ball B,
sends the intersetion of a level set of u˜ with the ball to another level set of u˜, whenever t is small enough so that
gt(B) is ontained in O.
In partiular, the tangent distribution to the level sets is transported to itself by the ow of X . On the other
hand, the orthogonal distribution to X is also parallel, so if we show that they oinide near ∂M , we will learn that
they oinide in O.
Now reall that inside M , u˜ oinides with u, whih is also given by the Lax-Oleinik formula 1.3. Let y ∈ ∂M
and t > 0 small. This formula yields the same value as the loal solution by harateristis, and we learn that the
point y is the losest point to gt(y) on the level urve {u = u(y)}. By appeal to lemma 2.3 in [LN℄, or redution to
the Riemannian ase as in 3.3, we see that the level set {u = u0} is orthogonal to the vetor Xy. It follows that, in
O:
H(x, du˜(x)) = sup{ du˜(x)(Y ) : ϕ(Y ) = 1 } = du˜(x)(X˜) = 1
In order to show that u˜ and d( · ,Λ) agree in U , we use the uniqueness properties of visosity solutions. Let N
be the open set where u˜ > 0. The distane funtion to Λ is haraterized as the unique visosity solution to:
• u˜ = 0 in Λ
• H(x, du˜(x)) = 1 in N
Clearly u˜ satises the rst ondition. It also satises the seond for points in the set M beause it oinides
with u, and for points in N \M beause H(x, du˜(x)) = 1 there.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The rst part follows immediately from Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 1.1 in [LN℄. The seond
is an easy onsequene of the rst, while the last is ontained in the results of this setion.
Remark. Regularity hypothesis an be softened. In order to apply the results in [LN℄, it is enough that the
geodesi ow, the harateristi vetor eld and g itself are C2,1, whih implies that Λ is C2,1. Thus the result in
true for less regular hamiltonians and open sets.
4 Split lous and balaned split lous
We now introdue some properties of a set neessary in the proofs of our results. We prove in setion 5 that a ut
loi in Finsler manifolds have all of them.
Denition 4.1. For a pair of points p, q ∈M suh that q belongs to a onvex neighborhood of p, we dene, following
[IT2℄,
vp(q) = γ˙(0) (4.1)
as the speed at 0 of the unique unit speed minimizing geodesi γ from p to q.
Denition 4.2. The approximate tangent one to a subset E at p is:
T (E, p) = {rθ : θ = lim vp(pn), ∃{pn} ⊂ E, pn → p, r > 0}
and the approximate tangent spae Tan(E, p) to E at p is the vetor spae generated by T (E, p).
We remark that the denition is independent of the Finsler metri, despite its apparent dependene on the
vetors vp(pn).
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Denition 4.3. For a set S ⊂M , let A(S) be the union of all integral segments of r with initial point in Γ whose
projetions in M do not meet S. We say that a set S ⊂M splits M i π restrits to a bijetion between A(S) and
M \ S.
Whenever S splits M , we an dene a vetor eld Rp in M \ S to be dFx(rx) for the unique x in V suh that
F (x) = p and there is an integral segment of r with initial point in Γ and end point in x that does not meet F−1(S).
Denition 4.4. For a point p ∈ S, we dene the limit set Rp as the set of vetors in TpM that are limits of
sequenes of the vetors Rq dened above at points q ∈M \ S.
Figure 1: An arbitrary split lous and a balaned split lous
Denition 4.5. A set S that splits M is a split lous i
S = {p ∈ S : ♯Rp ≥ 2}
The role of this ondition is to restrit S to its essential part. A set that merely splits M ould be too big:
atually M itself splits M . Finally, we introdue the following more restritive ondition.
Denition 4.6 (Balaned split lous). We say a split lous S ⊂M is balaned at p ∈ S i for any sequene {pn}
onverging to p with vpn(p) and Xn ∈ Rpn approahing v ∈ TxM and X∞ ∈ Rp respetively, then
w∞(v) = max {w(v) : w is dual to some R ∈ Rp}
where w∞ is the dual of X∞. We say S is balaned if it is balaned at every point.
5 Balaned property of the Finsler ut lous
In this setion we show that the ut lous of a Finsler exponential map is a balaned set. The proof is the same as
in lemma 2.1 in [IT2℄, only adapted to Finsler manifolds, where angles are not dened.
Proposition 5.1. The ut lous of a Finsler manifold M with boundary is a balaned split lous. Moreover, for p,
pn, v and X∞ as in the denition of a balaned split lous, we have
lim
n→∞
d(∂M, p)− d(∂M, pn)
d(p, pn)
= w∞(v)
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Proof. The ut lous S splits M , as follows from the well-known property that if a geodesi γ from ∂M to p = γ(t)
is minimizing, and s < t, then γ|[0,s] is the unique minimizing geodesi from ∂M to γ(s), and is non-foal.
It is also a split lous, as follows from the haraterization of the ut lous as the losure of the singular set of
the funtion distane to the boundary (as found in [LN℄ for example). The distane to the boundary is dierentiable
at a point if and only if there is a unique minimizing geodesi from the point to the boundary.
Next we show that S is balaned. Take any Y ∈ Rp, and let γ be the minimizing geodesi segment joining ∂M
to p with speed Y at p. Take any point q ∈ γ that lies in a onvex neighborhood of p and use the triangle inequality
to get:
d(∂M, p)− d(∂M, pn) ≥ d(q, p)− d(q, pn)
Then the rst variation formula yields, for a onstant C:
d(q, p)− d(q, pn) ≥ w(vpn(p))d(pn, p)− Cd(p, pn)
2
and we get:
lim inf
n→∞
d(∂M, p)− d(∂M, pn)
d(p, pn)
≥ w(X)
for any w that is dual to a vetor in Rp.
Then onsider X∞, let γ be the minimizing geodesi segment joining ∂M to p with speed X∞ at p, and let γn
be the minimizing geodesi segment joining ∂M to pn with speed Xn at pn. Take points qn in γn that lie in a x
onvex neighborhood of p. Again:
d(∂M, p)− d(∂M, pn) ≤ d(qn, p)− d(qn, pn)
while the rst variation formula yields, for a onstant C:
d(qn, p)− d(qn, pn) ≤ w(vpn(p))d(pn, p)− Cd(p, pn)
2
and thus:
lim sup
n→∞
d(∂M, p)− d(∂M, pn)
d(p, pn)
≤ w∞(X)
This proves the laim that S is balaned.
6 Foal points in a balaned split lous
In this setion we prove Theorem 2.1. Throughout this setion, M , r, V and F are as in setion 2.1 and S is a
balaned split lous as dened in 4.6.
Denition 6.1. A singular point x ∈ V of the map F is an A2 point if ker(dFx) has dimension 1 and is transversal
to the tangent to the set of foal vetors.
Remark. Warner shows in [W℄ that the set of foal points of order 1 is a smooth (open) hypersurfae inside V ,
and that for adequate oordinate funtions in V and M , the exponential has the following normal form around any
A2 point,
(x1, x2, . . . , xm) −→ (x
2
1, x2, . . . , xm) (6.1)
Proposition 6.2. For any p ∈M and X ∈ Rp, the vetor X is not of the form dFx(r) for any A2 point x.
Proof. The proof is by ontradition: let p ∈ S be suh that Rp ontains an A2 vetor Z. There is a unique c ∈ V
suh that F (c) = p and dFc(rc) = Z. By the normal form (6.1), we see there is a neighborhood U of c suh that no
other point in U maps to p. Furthermore, in a neighborhood B of p the image of the foal vetors is a hypersurfae
H suh that all points at one side (all it B1) have two preimages of F |U , all points at the other side B2 of H have
no preimages, and points at H have one preimage, whose orresponding vetor is A2-foal. It follows that Z is
isolated in Rp.
We notie there is a sequene of points pn → p in B2 with vetors Yn ∈ Rpn suh that Yn → Y 6= X . Thus Ra
does not redue to Z.
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The vetor Z is tangent to H , so we an nd a sequene of points pn ∈ B2 approahing p suh that
lim
n→∞
vpn(p) = Z
We an nd a subsequene pnk of the pn and vetors Xk ∈ Rpnk suh that Xk onverges to some X∞ ∈ Rp. By the
above, X∞ is dierent from Z, but Zˆ(X) < 1 = Zˆ(Z) (where Zˆ is the dual form to Z), so the balaned property is
violated.
The following is the analogous to theorem 2.1 for foal points of order 1.
Proposition 6.3 (Foal points of order 1). There is a set N ⊂ S of Hausdor dimension n− 2 suh that for all
p ∈ S \N and x ∈ V suh that F (x) = p and dxF (rx) ∈ Rp, the linear map dxF is non-singular.
Proof. The proof is idential to the proof of lemma 2 in [IT℄ for a ut lous, but we inlude it here for ompleteness.
First of all, at the set of foal vetors of order k ≥ 2 we an apply diretly the Morse-Sard-Federer theorem (see
[F℄) to show that the image of the set of foal ut vetors of order k ≥ 2 has Hausdor dimension at most n− 2.
Let Q be the set of foal vetors of order 1 (reall it is a smooth hypersurfae in V ). Let G be the set of foal
vetors suh that the kernel of dF is tangent to the foal lous. Apply the Morse-Sard-Federer theorem again to
the map F |Q to show that the image of G has Hausdor dimension at most n− 2. Finally, the previous result takes
ares of the A2 points.
We now turn to the main result of this paper: we state and prove Theorem 6.4 whih has 2.1 as a diret
onsequene. In order to study the map F more omfortably, we dene the speial oordinates in a neighborhood
of a foal point z of order k.
Speial oordinates. Let B = {v1, . . . , vn} be the basis of TzV indiated in the seond part of Proposition 8.3,
and B′
F (z) the orresponding basis at F (z) ∈ M formed by vetors dzF (v1),
˜d2zF (v1♯v2), . . . ,
˜d2zF (v1♯vk+1), and
dzF (vi), i > k + 1.
Make a linear hange of oordinates in a neighborhood of F (z) taking B′
F (z) to the anonial basis. The
oordinate funtions F i(x) − F i(z) of F for i 6= 2, . . . , k + 1 an be extended to a oordinate system near z with
the help of k funtions having v2, . . . , vk+1 as their respetive gradients at z. In this oordinates F looks:
F (x1, x2, . . . , xk+1, . . . , xn) = (x1, F
2
z (x), . . . , F
k+1
z (x), xk+2, . . . , xn) (6.2)
Theorem 6.4. Let M , V , F and r be as in setion 2.1. Let S be a balaned split lous (4.6). The set of foal
points of order 2 in V deomposes as the union of two subsets Q12 and Q
2
2 suh that:
• No vetor in Q12 maps under dF to a vetor in any of the Ra.
• The image under F of Q22 has Hausdor dimension at most n− 3.
Proof. Let z be a foal point of order 2 and take speial oordinates at Uz near z. In the speial oordinates near
z, F is written:
F (x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . , xn) = (x1, F
2
z (x), F
3
z (x), x4, . . . , xn) (6.3)
for some funtions F 2z and F
3
z , and x = (x1, . . . , xn) in a neighborhood Uz of z with F (0, . . . , 0) = (0, . . . , 0).
The Jaobian of F is:
JF =

1 ∗ ∗ 0 . . . 0
0
∂F 2z
∂x2
∂F 3z
∂x2
0 . . . 0
0
∂F 2z
∂x3
∂F 3z
∂x3
0 . . . 0
0 ∗ ∗ 1 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 ∗ ∗ 0 . . . 1

A point x is of seond order if and only if the 2× 2 submatrix for the x2 and x3 variables vanish:∂F 2z∂x2 (x) ∂F 3z∂x2 (x)
∂F 2z
∂x3
(x)
∂F 3z
∂x3
(x)
 = 0 (6.4)
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We write:
F 2z (x) = x1x2 + q(x2, x3) + T
2(x)
F 3z (x) = x1x3 + r(x2, x3) + T
3(x)
where q(x2, x3) and r(x2, x3) are the quadrati terms in x2 and x3 in a Taylor expansion, and T onsists of terms
of order ≥ 3 in x2 and x3, and terms of order ≥ 2 with at least one xi, i 6= 2, 3. x The nature of the polynomials q
and r in the speial oordinates at z will determine whether z is in Q12 or in Q
2
2. We have the following possibilities:
1. either q or r is a sum of squares of homogeneous linear funtions in x2 and x3 (possibly with a global minus
sign).
2. both q and r are produts of distint linear funtionals (equivalently, they are dierene of squares). Later
on, we will split this lass further into three types: 2a, 2b and 2.
3. one of q and r is zero, the other is not.
4. both q and r are zero.
We set Q12 to be the points of type 1 and 2, and Q
2
2 to be the points of type 2a, 3 and 4. Points of type 2b do
not appear under the hypothesis of this theorem.
Type 1. The proof is similar to Proposition 6.2. Assume z = (0, . . . , 0) is of type 1. If, say, q is a sum of squares,
then in the subspae given by x1 = a and x4 = · · · = xn = 0, x2 will reah a minimum value that will be greater
than −Ca2 for some C > 0. We learn there is a sequene pk = (tk,−(C +1)(tk)2, 0, . . . , 0), for tk ր 0, approahing
(0, . . . , 0) with inoming speed (1, 0, . . . , 0) and staying in the interior of the omplement of F (U) for k large enough.
Pik up any vetors Vk ∈ Rpk onverging to some V0 (passing to a subsequene if neessary). Then V0 is dierent
from (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R0, and
V̂0 ((1, . . . , 0)) < ̂(1, . . . , 0) ((1, . . . , 0)) = 1
violating the balaned ondition.
Type 2 and 3. We take speial oordinates at a xed x0 and assume q 6= 0. Before we start, we will hange
oordinates to simplify the expression of F further. Consider a linear hange of oordinates near x that mix only
the x2 and x3 oordinates. (
x′2
x′3
)
= A ·
(
x2
x3
)
followed by the linear hange of oordinates near p that mix only the y2 and y3 oordinates with the inverse of the
matrix above: (
y′2
y′3
)
= A−1 ·
(
y2
y3
)
Straightforward but tedious alulations show that there is a matrix A suh that the map F has the following
expression in the oordinates above:
F (x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . , xn) = (x1, x1x2 + (x
2
2 − x
2
3), x1x3 + r(x2, x3), x4, . . . , xn) + T
In other words, we an assume q(x2, x3) = (x
2
2 − x
2
3).
Take xi, xed and small, i > 3. At the origin, JF is a diagonal matrix with zeros in the positions (2, 2) and
(3, 3). We reall that z is foal of order 2 i the submatrix (6.4) vanishes. This submatrix is the sum of[
x1 + 2x2 rx2
−2x3 x1 + rx3
]
(6.5)
and some terms that either have as a fator one of the xi, i > 3, or are quadrati in x2 and x3.
We want to show that, near points of type 3 and some points of type 2, all foal points of order 2 are ontained
in a submanifold of odimension 3. The laim will follow if we show that the gradients of the four entries span a
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3-dimensional spae at points in U . For onveniene, write r(x2, x3) = αx
2
2 + βx2x3 + γx
2
3. It is suient that the
matrix with the partial derivatives with respet to xi for i = 1, 2, 3 of the four entries have rank 3:
A =

1 2 0
0 0 −2
0 2α β
1 β 2γ

The laim holds for xi small, i > 3, unless α = 0 and β = 2. This overs points of type 3. We say a point of type 2
has type 2a if the rank of the above matrix is 3. Otherwise, the polynomial r looks:
r(x2, x3) = 2x2x3 + γx
2
3 = 2x3(x2 +
γ
2
x3)
We say a point of type 2 has type 2b if r has the above form and −1 < γ2 < 1. We will show that there are
integral urves of r arbitrarily lose to the one through z without foal points near z, whih ontradits property 3
in Proposition 8.3.
Take a ray t→ ζx3(t) passing through a point (0, 0, x3, 0, . . . , 0). The determinant of 6.4 along the ray is:
p(t) =
∂F 2z
∂x2
(ζ(t))
∂F 3z
∂x3
(ζ(t)) −
∂F 3z
∂x2
(ζ(t))
∂F 2z
∂x3
(ζ(t))
= t2 + t(4x2 + 2γx3) + (4x
2
2 + 4γx2x3 + 4x
2
3) +R3(x3, t)
= (t+ 2x2 + γx3)
2 + (4− γ2)x23 +R3(x3, t)
≥ c(t2 + x23) +R3(x3, t)
for a remainder R3 of order 3. Thus there is a δ > 0 suh that for any x3 6= 0 and |t| < δ, |x3| < δ, ζx3(t) is not a
foal point.
We have already dealt with points of type 3, 2a and 2b. Now we turn to the rest of points of type 2 (type 2).
We have either
γ
2 ≥ 1 or
γ
2 ≤ −1. We notie that x
2
2 − x
2
3 ≤ 0 i |x2| ≤ |x3|, but whenever |x2| ≤ |x3|, the sign
of r(x2, x3) is the sign of γ. Thus the seond order part of F maps U into the omplement of points with negative
seond oordinate and whose third oordinate has the opposite sign of γ.
A similar argument as the one for type 1 points yields a ontradition with the balaned ondition. If, for
example, γ ≥ 2, none of the following points
xk = (tk,−(C + 1)(tk)2,−(C + 1)(tk)2, ..0, )
is in F (U), for tk → 0. But then we an arry a vetor other than (1, 0, . . . , 0) as we approah F (x0).
Type 4. Let z be a foal point of order 2. We show now that the image of the points of type 4 inside Uz has
Hausdor dimension at most n− 3. Uz is an open set around an arbitrary point z of order 2, and thus the result
follows.
First, we nd that for any point x of type 4, we have d2xF (v♯w) = 0 for all v, w ∈ ker dxF , making the
omputation in the speial oordinates at x ∈ Uz (see setion 8.1 for the denition of d
2F ).
Then we swith to the speial oordinates around z. In these oordinates, the kernel of dF at x is generated by
∂
∂x2
and
∂
∂x3
. Thus
∂2F 2z
∂xixj
= 0 for i, j = 2, 3 at any point x ∈ Uz of type 4.
The set of foal points of order 2 is ontained in the set H = {
∂F 2z
∂x2
(x) = 0}. This set is a smooth hypersurfae:
the seond property in 8.3 implies that
∂2F 2z
∂x1x2
6= 0 at points of H . At every foal point of type 4, the kernel of dF
is ontained in the tangent to H . Thus foal points of type 4 are foal points of the restrition of F to H . The
Morse-Sard-Federer theorem applies, and the image of the set of points of type 4 has Hausdor dimension n− 3.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Follows immediately from the above, setting N = F (Q22).
7 Struture up to odimension 3
This setion ontains the proof of 2.2, splitted into several lemmas. All of them are known for ut loi in riemannian
manifolds, but we repeat the proof so that it applies to balaned split loi in Finsler manifolds.
Denition 7.1. We say p ∈ S is a leave point i Rp has two elements X
1
and X2, with (p,X1) = (F (y1), dFy1(ry1))
and (p,X2) = (F (y2), dFy2(ry2)), and both dFy1 and dFy2 are non-singular.
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Proposition 7.2. C is a (n− 1)-dimensional manifold.
Proof. Let p = F (y1) = F (y2) be a leave point, with Rp = {dFy1(r), dFy2 (r)}. We an nd a small neighborhood
U of p so that the following onditions are satised:
1. U is the dieomorphi image of neighborhoods U1 and U2 of the points y1 and y2.
Thus, the two smooth vetor elds X1q = dF |U1(r) and X
2
q = dF |U2(r) are dened in points q ∈ U .
2. At all points q ∈ U , Rq ⊂ {X
1
q , X
2
q }. Other vetors must be images of the vetor r at points not in U1 or U2,
and if they aumulate near p there is a subsequene onverging to a vetor that is neither X1 nor X2.
3. Let Γ1 be an hypersurfae in U1 passing through y1 and transversal to X1, and let Γ˜ = F (Γ). We dene loal
oordinates q = (x, t) in U , where x ∈ Γ˜ and t ∈ R are the unique values for whih q is obtained by following
the integral urve of X1 that starts at x for time t. U is a ube in these oordinates.
We will show that S is a graph in the oordinates (x, t). Let Ai be the set of points q for whih Rq ontains X
i
q,
for i = 1, 2. By the hypothesis, S = A1 ∩ A2.
Every tangent vetor v to S at q ∈ S (in the sense of 4.2), satises the following property (where Xˆ is the dual
ovetor to a vetor X ∈ TM .):
Xˆ i(v) = max
Y ∈Rp
Yˆ (v)
whih in this ase amounts to Xˆ1(v) = Xˆ2(v), or
v ∈ ker(Xˆ1 − Xˆ2)
We an dene in U the smooth distribution D = ker(Xˆ1 − Xˆ2). S is a losed set whose approximate tangent
spae is ontained in D.
We rst laim that for all x, there is at most one time t0 suh that (x, t0) is in S. If (x, t) is in A1, R(x,t) ontains
X1 and, unless (x, s) is ontained in A1 for s in an interval (t− ε, t), we an nd a sequene (xn, tn) onverging to
(x, t) with tn ր t and arrying vetors X
2
. The inoming vetor is X1, but
X˜2(X1) < X˜1(X1) = 1
whih ontradits the balaned property. Analogously, if R(x,t) ontains X
2
there is an interval (t, t+ ε) suh that
(x, s) is ontained in A2 for all s in the interval. Otherwise there is a sequene (xn, tn) onverging to (x, t) with
tn ց t and arrying vetors X
1
. The inoming vetor is −X1, but
−1 = X˜1(−X1) < X˜2(−X1)
whih is again a ontradition. The laim follows easily.
We show next that the set of x for whih there is a t with (x, t) ∈ S is open and losed in Γ, and thus S is
the graph of a funtion h over Γ. Take (x, t) ∈ U ∩ S and hoose a one Dε around Dx. We an assume the one
intersets ∂U only in the x boundary. There must be a point in S of the form (x′, t′) inside the one for all x′
suiently lose to x: otherwise there is either a sequene (xn, tn) approahing (x, t) with tn > h+(x) (h being the
upper graph of the one Dε) and arrying vetors X
1
or a similar sequene with tn < h−(x) and arrying vetors
X2. Both options violate the balaned ondition. Closedness follows trivially from the denition of S.
Dene t = h(x) whenever (x, t) ∈ S. The tangent to the graph of h is given by D at every point, thus S is
smooth and indeed an integral maximal submanifold of D.
Remark. It follows from the proof above that there annot be any balaned split lous unless D is integrable.
This is not strange, as the sister notion of ut lous does not make sense if D is not integrable.
We reall that the orthogonal distribution to a geodesi vetor eld is parallel for that vetor eld, so the
distribution is integrable at one point of the geodesi if and only if it is integrable at any other point. In partiular,
if the vetor eld leaves a hypersurfae orthogonally (whih is the ase for a ut lous) the distribution D (whih
is the dierene of the orthogonal distributions to two geodesi vetor elds) is integrable. It also follows from 2.3
that the harateristi vetor eld in a Hamilton-Jaobi problem has an integrable orthogonal distribution.
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Remark. We ommented earlier on our intention of studying whether a balaned split lous is atually a ut lous.
The proof of the above lemma showed there is a unique sheet of leave points near a given point in a balaned split
loi. It is not too hard to deal with the ase when all inoming geodesis are non-foal, but foal geodesis pose a
major problem.
Proposition 7.3. The set of points p ∈ S where co (R∗p) has dimension k is (n− k)-retiable.
Proof. Throughout the proof, let Xˆ be the dual ovetor to the vetor X ∈ TM .
Let pn be a sequene of points suh that co (R
∗
pn
) ontains a k-dimensional ball of radius greater than δ. Suppose
they onverge to a point p and vpn(p) onverges to a vetor η.
We take a neighborhood U of p and x produt oordinates in π−1(U) of the form U × Rn. Then, we extrat
a subsequene of pn and vetors X
1
n ∈ Rpn suh that X
1
n onverge to a vetor X
1
in Rp. Outside a ball of radius
cδ at Xˆ1n, where c is a xed onstant and n >> 0, there must be vetors in Rpn , and we an extrat a subsequene
of pn and vetors X
2
n onverging to a vetor X
2
suh that Xˆ2 is at a distane at least cδ of Xˆ1. Iteration of this
proess yields a onverging sequene pn and k vetors
X1n, .., X
k
n ∈ Rpn
onverging to vetors
X1, .., Xk ∈ Rp
suh that the distane between Xˆk and the linear span of Xˆ1, ..Xˆk−1 is at least cδ, so that coV ∗p ontains a
k-dimensional ball of radius at least c′δ.
The balaned property implies that the Xˆj evaluate to the same value at η, whih is also the maximum value
of the Zˆ(η) for a vetor Z in Rp. In other words, the onvex hull of the Xˆ
j
belong to the fae of R∗p that is exposed
by η. If coR∗p is k-dimensional, η belongs to(
coR∗p
)⊥
=
{
v ∈ TpM : 〈w, v〉 is onstant for w ∈ coR
∗
p
}
=
{
v ∈ TpM : 〈Xˆ, v〉 is onstant for X ∈ Rp
}
whih is a n− k dimensional subspae.
Let Σkδ be the set of points p ∈ S for whih coR
∗
p is k-dimensional and ontains a k-dimensional ball of radius
greater than or equal to δ. We have shown that all tangent diretions to Σkδ at a point p are ontained in a n− k
dimensional subspae. We an apply theorem 3.1 in [AAC℄ to dedue Σkδ is n− k retiable, so their union for all
δ > 0 is retiable too.
8 Appendix: Finsler geometry and exponential maps
Denition 8.1. The dual one form to a vetor V ∈ TpM with respet to a Finsler metri ϕ is the unique one form
ω ∈ T ∗pM suh that ω(V ) = ϕ(V )
2
and ω|H = 0, where H is the hyperplane tangent to the level set
{W ∈ TpM : ϕ(W ) = ϕ(V )}
at V . It oinides with the usual denition of dual one form in Riemannian geometry.
For a vetor eld, the dual dierential one-form is obtained by applying the above onstrution at every point.
Remark. In oordinates, the dual one form w to the vetor V is given by:
wj =
∂ϕ
∂V j
(p, V )
Atually ϕ is 1-homogeneous, so Euler's identity yields:
wjV
j =
∂ϕ
∂V j
(p, V )V j = 1
and, for a urve γ(−ε, ε)→ TpM suh that γ(0) = V , ϕ(γ(t)) = ϕ(V ) and γ
′(0) = z,
wjz
j =
∂
∂t
|t=0ϕ(γ(t)) = 0
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Remark. The hypothesis on H imply that the orthogonal form to a vetor is unique.
Denition 8.2. The orthogonal hyperplane to a vetor is the kernel of its dual one form. The orthogonal distribution
to a vetor eld is dened pointwise.
There are two unit vetors with a given hyperplane as orthogonal hyperplane. The rst need not to be the opposite
of the seond unless H is symmetri (H(−v) = H(v)). We an dene two unit normal vetors to a hypersurfae
(the inner normal and outer normal).
8.1 Regular exponential map
The following proposition states some properties of a Finsler exponential map that orrespond approximately to
the denition of regular exponential map introdued in [W℄:
Proposition 8.3. In the setting 2.1 the following holds:
• dFx(rx) is a non zero vetor in TF (x)M .
• at every point x ∈ V there is a basis
B = {v1, .., vn}
of TxV where r = v1 and v2, .., vk span ker dFx, and suh that:
B′ =
{
dF (v1), ˜d2F (r♯v2), . . . ˜d2F (r♯vk), dF (vk+1), . . . dF (vn)
}
is a basis of TF (x)M , where ˜d2F (r♯v2) is a representative of d
2F (r♯v2) ∈ TF (x)M/dF (TVx).
• Any point x ∈ V has a neighborhood U suh that for any ray γ (an integral urve of r), the sum of the
dimensions of the kernels of dF at points in γ ∩ U is onstant.
• For any two points x1 6= x2 in V with F (x1) = F (x2), dFx1(rx1) 6= dFx2(rx2)
Proof. The rst three properties follow from the work of Warner [W, Theorem 4.5℄ for a Finsler exponential
map. We emphasize that they are loal properties. The last one follows from the uniqueness property for seond
order ODEs. We remark that the seond property implies the last one loally. Combined, they imply that the map
p→ (F (p), dFpr) is an embedding of V into TM .
Indeed, properties 1 and 3 are found in standard textbooks ([M℄). For the onveniene of the reader, we reall
some of the notation in [W℄ and show the equivalene of the seond property with his ondition (R2) on page 577.
• A seond order tangent vetor at x ∈ Rn is a map σ:
σ(f) =
∑
i,j
aij
∂2f
∂xi∂xj
• The seond order dierential of F : V →M at x is a map d2xF : T
2
xV → T
2
xM dened by:
d2xF (σ)f = σ(f ◦ F )
• The symmetri produt v♯w of v ∈ TxV and w ∈ TxV is a well dened element of T
2
xV/TxV with a represen-
tative given by the formula:
(v♯w)f =
1
2
(v(w(f)) + w(v(f)))
for arbitrary extensions of v to w to vetor elds near x.
• The map d2xF indues the map d
2F : T 2Vx/TVx → T
2
F (x)M/dF (TVx) by the standard proedure in linear
algebra.
• For x ∈ V , v ∈ TxV and w ∈ ker dFx, d
2F (v♯w) makes sense as a vetor in the spae TF (x)M/dF (TVx). For
any extension of v and w, the vetor d2F (v♯w) is a rst order vetor.
Thus, our ondition is equivalent to property (R2) of Warner:
At any point x where ker dFx 6= 0, the map d
2F : T 2Vx/TVx → T
2MF (x)/dF (TVx) sends 〈rx〉♯ ker dFx isomor-
phially onto TF (x)M/dF (TVx).
Finally, we reall that dxF (v) is the Jaobi eld of the variation F (φt(x+ sv)) at F (x), where φt is the ow of
r and, whenever dxF (v) = 0, d
2
xF (v♯r) is represented by the derivative of the Jaobi eld along the geodesi.
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